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Abstract 

If a rocking curve is measured in symmetric Laue 
geometry for two different X-ray polarizations, and 
the incident beam meets the geometrical conditions 
for diffraction, i.e. the incident beam is much less 
divergent than the sample mosaic, then the intensity 
ratio Robs, for the intensities measured with each 
polarization, will depend upon the reflectivity at each 
point on the rocking curve. From the variation of Robs 
VS the observed intensity, lobs, the absolute reflec- 
tivities and secondary extinction can be determined. 
If absorption is properly treated, then all data taken 
in this geometry should lie on a single curve of Robs 
VS lobs. Failure to fit this curve is evidence that the 
sample has other processes occurring such as multiple 
scattering or primary extinction. 

Introduction 

A major advantage of high-intensity synchrotron X- 
ray sources, which have recently been constructed or 
will soon become operational, is the ability to vary 
the polarization of a monochromatic beam falling on 
a diffracting sample, while still keeping sufficient 
intensity for easy data collection. One use to which 
the polarization dependence can be put is in the study 
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of primary extinction (Suortti, 1982a, b), since the 
extinction length is inversely proportional to the 
polarization. A second advantage of the synchrotron 
source is the high intensity available in a very narrow 
angular and wavelength band. Unlike conventional 
X-ray sources, with synchrotrons it should be possible 
to restrict the divergence of the beam in both angle 
and energy, so that the divergence of the beam is less 
than that of the sample (for all but the most perfect 
specimens), while preserving reasonable intensity on 
the sample. 

In two recent papers (Yelon, van Laar, Kaprzyk & 
Maniawski, 1984; Yelon, van Laar, Maniawski & 
Kaprzyk, 1984) it has been shown that absolute reflec- 
tivity measurements with a beam meeting the above 
divergence conditions could give good secondary 
extinction corrections in polarized neutron scattering, 
free from any parametrization or fitting. In the present 
paper we propose an inverse method in which 
measurement of the intensity ratio for X-ray scattering 
with two different beam polarizations can be used to 
determine the absolute reflectivity as well as to give 
the secondary extinction corrections for a measured 
rocking curve. 

Theory 

The present method is based on the Zachariasen 
(1967) solutions to the intensity transfer equations 
(Darwin, 1922) in symmetric Laue geometry, which 
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is the only case for which the Zachariasen solution 
is valid if absorption is non-negligible. The extinction 
parameter ~0(e) (where e is the rotation angle) for a 
large parallel-plate sample in that geometry was given 
by Zachariasen as 

1 - exp [-2tr (e)T]  
q~(e) = 2o'(e)T (1) 

where or(e) is the macroscopic cross section and T is 
the effective thickness of the slab sample (--- 
T/cos 0a). This expression can be given in terms of 
the reflectivity r(e) (Schneider, 1976; Yelon, Van 
Laar, Kaprzyk & Maniawski, 1984; Yelon, van Laar, 
Maniawski & Kaprzyk, 1984) 

~ ( e ) = - 2 / l n ( l - 2 r )  (2) 

and 

cr(e)T = -½In (1 - 2r). (3) 

These expressions have meaning, however, only if the 
sample diffracts all components of the incident beam 
(wavelength and angle) equally well at any given 
setting. This, in turn, leads to the requirement that 
o'(e) be homogeneous throughout the sample and 
that the beam divergence be much less than the 
sample mosaic. This latter condition is rarely met 
with conventional X-ray sources, but with syn- 
chrotrons it appears to be feasible to meet this 
requirement. 

If the diffraction experiment is performed with two 
beams with different polarization factors Ca and (?2, 
one can define a kinematical ratio of diffracted 
intensities. 

( C 0  2 

R r  - (C2) 2. (4) 

The observed intensity ratio will depend on extinc- 
tion and will be 

RB = RK ~t)l/~t)2, (5) 
which, from (2), is found to be 

2r1 
R B -  1 - ( 1 - 2 r l )  l/R'C" (6) 

The observed ratio R8 varies from R~ = Rr  at rl = 0, 
the kinematic limit, to 1 a t  rt =0"5, the maximum 
reflectivity in the Laue case. A reduced quantity 

R8 - 1 
RR -- RK - l (7) 

is shown in Fig. 1 for RK = l" 1 and Rr  = 10. From 
(6) it is seen that a determination of Rr can give the 
reflectivity and extinction corrections at all points on 
the rocking curve. 

The effect of unequal beam strengths and absorp- 
tion (in symmetric Laue geometry where all path 
lengths are equal) can easily be taken into account, 

and the observed intensity ratios will be 

2HIl(e) e - ~  
Robs(e) = Ro 1 - [1 - 2HIl(e) e-~7] I/RK" 

(8) 

where R o = I o l / I o 2 ,  the relative incident beam 
strengths, H =  1/Io~ and /.t is the effective linear 
absorption coefficient. All of the variables in this 
expression can (in principle) be determined_ indepen- 
dently so that again r~ = Him e - ' r  can be used in (3) 
to correct for extinction without parametrization. This 
expression is valid for all reflections on a given speci- 
men in this geometry as well as for all points in a 
given rocking curve and so a large number of data 
points can be used to determine any of the variables 
not independently measured. Furthermore, an ideally 
diffracting crystal free from multiple scattering and 
primary extinction can be used to determine all the 
variables except/x. 

Once/z  is known for a particular sample, all Robs 
VS r~ can be plotted on a universal curve. Deviation 
of the measured points from this curve is evidence 
of other processes such as multiple scattering or 
primary extinction. A simple g 2 test should be 
sufficient to define those reflections which are affected 
by one or more of these processes. 

D i s c u s s i o n  

With the new synchrotron X-ray sources, it should 
be possible to prepare beams with divergences which 
are much smaller than the mosaic widths of most 
normally prepared specimens. If, in addition, the 
polarization factor is varied, then it is likely that 
significant improvement can be made in the collection 
of h!gh-precision data. 

With the method presented in this paper, measure- 
ment with two different polarizations allows the data 
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Fig. 1. Variation of the reduced quantity (RB-  1)/(RK -- 1), where 
RB is the observed intensity ratio and Rr, is the kinematical 
ratio ( =  C2/C 2) versus ra, the reflectivity for polarization Ca, 
for Rr = l-1 and Rr, = 10. 
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to be corrected for secondary extinction and to be 
transferred from a relative scale to an absolute scale 
without reference to any specific model of the mosaic 
distribution function or to any approximate solution 
for the integral of the Zachariasen solution. The tech- 
nique also has a number of possibilities for cross 
checking. All of the parameters of (8) can be deter- 
mined by direct measurement i'ather than by fitting 
diffraction data. The intensity ratio Io~/Io2 will nor- 
mally be determined with reasonable accuracy using 
the ionization chambers which monitor the beam, 
while Io~ will be determined only to within the calibra- 
tion of the chambers. In addition, all of the parameters 
except /z can be fixed by measuring on different 
specimens, especially prepared for calibration. The 
agreement of the various methods should provide a 
measure of confidence for the entire procedure. It 
should be particularly noted that this method 
preserves a constant diffraction geometry and that 
unlike methods which involve wavelength variation 
to change scattering power, no corrections for 
anomalous scattering are necessary. It can also be 
seen from Fig. 1 that a large change in polarization 
is not necessary to have reasonable sensitivity for this 
method. Failure of the experimental data to fit (8) is 
evidence that the sample does not meet the conditions 
which were defined in setting up the model. Among 
the possible causes of the failure are: 1. multiple 
scattering; 2. primary extinction; 3. inhomogeneous 
sample; and 4. insufficiently narrow beam divergence. 

The effect of multiple scattering is likely to be 
manifested in only some of the data on the rocking 
curve and thus recognizable, while primary extinction 
will cause all points on a rocking curve to deviate 
from the ideal behavior. Even when the functional 
form of primary extinction mimics that of secondary 
extinction the absolute measurement of reflectivity 
with this method should make it possible to recognize 
its presence. For an inhomogeneous sample (widely 
varying grain size, etc.) the deviations from (8) are 
likely to be less regular than for the previous effects. 
Wavelength, as well as polarization variation, should 
provide a good way to distinguish between these 
effects and to arrive at optimum measuring condi- 
tions. Multiple scattering processes should show 
rapid change with wavelength while primary extinc- 
tion will vary only slowly. However, it should be 
possible to select a short wavelength and polarization 
for which primary extinction is negligible, since the 
extinction length (Zachariasen, 1945) is inversely pro- 
portional to A and C. The agreement of the data to 
(8) will help to define this point. In some specimens 
it may not be possible to reach this limit (such as 

perfect Si, etc.). It is not clear that any present method 
is capable of treating such samples, unless they are 
perfect enough for a purely dynamical treatment. 
Inhomogeneous samples will, of course, give prob- 
lems at all wavelengths and polarizations, at least 
until the reflectivity (and secondary extinction) has 
been reduced to extremely small values. 

It should also be noted that while this discussion 
has focused on measurements in the symmetric Laue 
geometry, only one point on a given rocking curve 
can be in exactly symmetric geometry. If, however, 
one works with short-wavelength radiation, so that 
the Bragg angles are small, then the deviation of the 
effective paths for diffracted and transmitted beams 
can be kept to a minimum and the solution treated 
as valid at all points. For this reason, also, samples 
should have mosaic widths which are not too broad. 
The quality of the samples and the validity of the 
divergence conditions should be tested either with 
y-ray diffraction or with a test beam especially 
tailored for this purpose. 

It is clearly not practical, in the general case, to 
make all measurements in symmetric Laue geometry 
with plate samples larger than the beam. It should 
be possible, however, to measure the most intense 
reflections in this geometry (as well as a variety of 
weak reflections to permit scaling of the data sets) 
and then to collect a full data set in the conventional 
way. This would appear to be a reasonable strategy 
in that only a few samples in Laue geometry need be 
prepared to reach the principal zones. For example, 
in a simple cubic system only two plates (with [001] 
and [I 10] axes) are needed to reach the first 12 reflec- 
tions. The final results of such a procedure are likely 
to be more satisfactory than the conventional method 
alone, since the scale factor will be fixed and not 
refined, and those reflections which have the greatest 
extinction will be corrected independently of the 
semi-empirical fitting which characterizes the usual 
extinction treatments. 
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